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IMAP
Sweden
advises
ondispenser
sale of SGA Conveyor
German
drinking
water
Systems
to BöweAqua
Systec
market leader,
Vita, sold to
Culligan Water in the USA
IMAP Sweden is pleased to announce that Böwe Systec from
Germany has signed an agreement to acquire a majority stake in
SGA Conveyor Systems, a Swedish manufacturer and integrator of
conveyor systems based in the Gothenburg area.

INDUSTRIALS

Founded in 1990, SGA Conveyor Systems provides individually
tailored picking, packing and transport solutions and has become a
strong partner for logistics center operators. The company is
particularly strong in the e-commerce market, where businesses
are increasingly handling their own distribution logistics.
Böwe Systec is one of the world’s leading suppliers of smart
automation solutions. For over 70 years, the technology
company’s products have streamlined and optimized work and
production flows across a wide range industries.
The IMAP Sweden team acted as sole financial advisor to SGA
Conveyor Systems. Tim Persson, Director at IMAP Sweden, said:
“In this case, one plus one really equals three. Böwe Systec
acquires a specialist in conveyor systems with profound knowledge
in automation, while SGA Conveyor gains access to an industrial
group, whose global presence, knowledge and experience will
enable them to take the company to the next level.”
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For more information on IMAP transactions visit www.imap.com

IMAP is an International Mergers and Acquisitions Partnership, with 450 M&A professionals and a presence in 40 countries. IMAP has
closed over 2,100 transactions valued at $90 billion in the last 10 years and is consistently ranked among the world’s top ten M&A advisors
for mid-market transactions (Thomson Reuters). IMAP advises primarily mid-sized companies and their shareholders on sales and
acquisitions globally, providing clients with entrepreneurial, unbiased advice and successfully helping them achieve their objectives.

